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Inheritance law or—as called in Europe—private law was developed in the shadow of different historical, social, cultural, and economic circumstances. Consequently, countries adopted various characteristics for the disposition of property at death. But with today’s growing globalization, the national regulations’ differences are becoming a growing issue for multinational families.

This Note examines cross-border inheritance through the lens of a current multinational inheritance battle. The late French singer Johnny Hallyday’s testamentary documents disinheriting his two eldest children and asking for Californian law to be applied to his estate is currently being challenged. While freedom of testation and the testator’s intent are key aspects in the disposition of property in America, French law provides for a mandatory forced share given to all the testator’s children.

This Note argues that the current choice of law system is unfit for the needs of multinational families and is too ambiguous for a fair application in all cases. Further, this Note argues that, while unification of the laws would be an ideal solution and that both French and American inheritance law seem to be growing closer together, the current approach to unification is not viable for success. Instead, this Note proposes a different approach where a set of model laws would be agreed upon for cases that would qualify under the Multinational Family definition. Such a solution would further a more equal and fair system, and would respond to the growing need for clarity caused by globalization. Finally, this Note predicts that the adoption of this proposal may lead to a subsequent natural shift of local laws and eventually lead to complete convergence of the laws.
INTRODUCTION

When the French rock star Johnny Hallyday died in December 2017 at the age of 74 from lung cancer, France was mourning.2 With his tight leather pants, his tumultuous love life, his motorcycles, and his 110 million albums sold, Johnny was the equivalent of a French Elvis.3 Over 800 bikers accompanied his casket down the Champs-Elysées, united in grief.4 However, when Hallyday’s two eldest children revealed that Johnny had disinherited them in a will drafted in California, France’s love for its idol turned sour.5 Hallyday’s Californian will made his fourth wife—the young and attractive Laeticia Hallyday—the executor of his estate, leaving everything to her and their two adopted children.6


While the power to disinherit children may seem to be a natural right in the United States, the Napoleonic Civil Code ensured that it would be impossible for French parents to disinherit their children. Indeed, under the French Civil Code, children are entitled to a réserve héréditaire, a forced share. In contrast, American inheritance law is characterized by the doctrine of freedom of testation. Freedom of testation focuses on the testator’s intent and gives people the ability to distribute their property at death as they wish.

The battle over Hallyday’s estate exemplifies what seems to be two diametrically opposed approaches to inheritance law. One law will have to prevail over the other. But how is that determined? On one hand, Hallyday spent most of his life in France, and owned a large home on the outskirts of Paris, as well as a villa on the French island of St. Barthelemy. On the other hand, Hallyday lived in Los Angeles since 2013, paid property tax on his two houses in California, and his two youngest children attend school in Los Angeles.

The Hallyday example may suggest that such cross-border inheritance issues are ones that only wealthy families face. On the contrary, one effect of globalization has been the increase of multinational families—whatever their social status may be. Today, most cross-border inheritance issues are solved by choice-of-law


9. Id.

10. Madoff, supra note 8; see also Michael J. Higdon, Parens Patriae and the Disinherited Child, 95 Wash. Law. R. 46 (Forthcoming 2020) (The only exception is that American testators cannot disinherit their spouse, except for in one state).


13. See generally Bahira S. Trask, Expert Group Meeting on Assessing Family Policies, Globalization and Families: Meeting the Family Policy Challenge (June 1-3, 2011) (stating that “globalization is associated with transnational phenomena and new forms of bridging geographic and cultural distances. This form of communication has been accompanied by the ability of individuals [all over] the world to connect in virtual communities across interests and concerns”), https://www.un.org/esa/socdev/family/docs/egm11/Traskpaper.pdf [https://perma.cc/B2DB-UXVU].
analyses: an approach that this author finds flawed. For example, in Europe, the controlling choice-of-law regulation provides that the Hallyday succession will be subject to the law “of the State in which the deceased has his habitual residence at the time of death.” In the United States, the states usually use domicile to determine what law is applicable.

In this Note, I argue that the choice-of-law solution has only opened the floodgates for jurisdictional conflicts, conflicts-of-law nightmares, and battles over interpretation. Indeed, the definition of “habitual residence” remains vague and subject to interpretation. Instead, a unified inheritance system that encompasses both testamentary freedom and protection of the family would be the ideal solution. The unification of inheritance law would streamline disputes and provide testators with predictability with respect to the distribution of their estate. Under such a system, the battle over Hallyday’s estate would not occur because French and American law would share practically identical principles. But, past attempts at unification of the inheritance regimes have failed. In this Note, I will suggest a new approach to unification.

Unification is all the more possible considering that American and French inheritance regimes have recently grown closer to each other. In the United States, growing limitations for a testator’s disposition of property are evidenced by state probate codes and the UPC, which


15. Commission Regulation 650/2012 of July 4, 2012, on jurisdiction, applicable law, recognition and enforcement of decisions and acceptance and enforcement of authentic instruments in matters of succession and on the creation of a European Certificate of Succession (EU), O.J. (L 201) 107, 120.


17. See 2012 O.J. (L 201) 107 (describing how to determine habitual residence by evaluating the duration and regularity of a persons’ presence in a state and the conditions and reasons for that presence).

18. Thiery, supra note 12.

19. Justice Kennedy, The Unification of Law, 10 J. OF THE SOC’Y OF COMP. LEGIS. 212, 214 (1910) (“The certainty of enormous gain to civilized mankind from the unification of law needs no exposition.”).


21. See Madoff, supra note 8, at 333-344.
provide for strict requirements for a will to be valid. In addition, American courts use tools such as mental capacity, undue influence, and fraud to void a testator’s will that does not provide for his children. Finally, reforms of the French Civil Code now allow a testator to significantly reduce the reserved share and to exercise a greater control over the distribution of his estate.

Section I of this Note discusses the history of American and French inheritance law and considers the various historical reasons for the differences between the two systems. Section II explores the similarities and differences between the current American and French inheritance law. Section III looks into the choice-of-law regime in Europe. Section IV delves into the history of past attempts at unification both in Europe and in the United States and argues that a different approach to unification must be adopted to achieve success in unification. Finally, Section V lays out the proposal for a new approach to unification that may have more chances for success.

I. History

A. American Inheritance Law- Common Law

The United States does not have a single, uniform body of law when it comes to inheritance. Rather, inheritance is generally a matter of state law. While each of the fifty states has its own history, the evolution of inheritance law can be divided up into four different time periods: (1) the colonial period, (2) the post-revolutionary period, (3) the nineteenth century, and (4) the twentieth century.

The colonial period largely adopted English inheritance law. While some rules from Medieval England persisted, English inheritance law in the seventeenth century favored testamentary freedom. The remaining Medieval rules consisted of: (1) primogeniture; (2) dower;
and (3) curtesy. Under the primogeniture rule, all realty had to pass to the eldest son. The dower provided that a widow was entitled to a life estate in one-third of real property that her husband owned at any time during the marriage. Finally, the curtesy stipulated that a widower was entitled to a life estate in all of his wife’s real property. Most statutes, however, provided that a testator could disinherit whomever they pleased. During this time, the only claim a woman could have on her husband’s estate was her dower rights. Further, in cases of intestacy, courts used a formula established by a statute enacted in 1670 to distribute property. The widow received one-third of the estate and the children inherited the remainder equally. If no children survived, the widow split the assets with her husband’s family.

With this heritage in mind, the English colonists followed the lead of the mother country, relied on the common law, and favored testamentary freedom. Only when they wanted to alter the customary rules did legislatures go further and pass statutes. Settlements dominated by Puritans and Quakers were the ones that most often departed from English precedents. In Pennsylvania, for example, the state legislature enacted statutes severely limiting testamentary power, and prevented men from disinheriting their wives and children. Other colonies, dominated by dissenters, rejected the primogeniture and gave the eldest son a double share, instead of distributing the whole estate to that son. The youngest children still were entitled to a share. As to the rights of widows, most colonies followed the English practice, granting testators freedom to will personal property. Only two

30. Id. at 146-147.
31. Id. at 146.
32. Id. at 147.
33. Id.
34. Id. at 150.
35. See id.
36. Id. at 149.
37. Id.
38. See id. at 150-55.
39. Id. at 155.
40. Id. at 154.
41. Id.
42. Id. at 156.
43. Id.
44. Id. at 149.
colonies—Maryland and Virginia—allowed widows to claim a share of personal property notwithstanding the will.45

The post-revolutionary period saw a movement toward codification.46 Lawmakers did not generally change English rules but rather codified areas where American law differed from English law, therefore delineating those areas in which standard English customs would continue.47 Because most states did not establish rules for disinheriting children, it is likely that states embraced the English testamentary freedom that permitted a parent to disinherit his children.48 If a parent died intestate, however, sons and daughters received equal shares in property in most states.49

In the nineteenth century, as the United States expanded westward, state laws on inheritance continued to evolve.50 Eight jurisdictions—Arizona, California, Idaho, Louisiana, Nevada, New Mexico, Texas, and Washington—entered the Union as community-property states.51 In community-property states, directly derived from Spanish influence, wives automatically inherited one-half of all property acquired during the marriage.52 Common law jurisdictions followed that lead by giving equal intestacy shares to husbands and wives.53 It also became more difficult to disinherit a child.54 Indeed, the number of states requiring parents to specifically state in their will their intention to leave out a son or daughter jumped from three to twenty.55

Over the course of the twentieth century, the proportion of a decedent’s estate that went to the spouse under intestacy rather than to the children increased in many common-law jurisdictions.56 As such, spouses were now treated relatively more favorably than children and other relatives in intestacy statutes.57 By the end of the twentieth century, while protection of children from disinheritance was “almost

45. Id. at 158.
46. CAROLE SHAMMAS ET AL., INHERITANCE IN AMERICA: FROM COLONIAL TIMES TO PRESENT, 63 (1987).
47. Id.
48. Id. at 63–64.
49. Id. at 67.
50. See id. at 100.
51. Id. at 84.
52. Id.
53. Id. at 85.
54. Id. at 100.
55. Id.
56. Id. at 165.
57. Id. at 166.
nonexistent,”58 the law embodied a diverse array of spousal protections.59

B. French Inheritance Law- Civil Law

French inheritance law was founded on two separate legal systems: Roman law and *droit coutumier* (customary law).60 These two bodies of law were unified in 1789 by the Revolutionaries who made sure to incorporate the principle of equality in all aspects of property disposition.61 Finally, the *Code Civil* in its final form effected a compromise between the various bodies of law.62

Roman inheritance law was guided by the principle of testamentary freedom.63 The head of the household was empowered to freely dispose of his property in any manner he wished.64 The only limitation to this freedom was the existence of the *légitime*, which essentially was a forced shared and that secured close relatives—descendants, ascendants, and siblings—a quarter of what they would have received in intestacy.65 Romans justified this rule by the notion that a testator who did not leave at least some of his estate to his close relatives must have been lacking the testamentary capacity to draft a will; in other words, the


59. Id. at 117-18 (2018) (“[C]ommon law dower has been substantially retained by fifteen states; statutory dower, by which the widow is more generously allowed to take a fee interest rather than a life interest, exists in eight jurisdictions; ten states have done away with dower altogether and have created in its place an inchoate, statutory interest in the other spouse’s property which is protected during coverture by the husband’s inability to convey unencumbered title by his sole act; and the remaining states do not give the wife an inchoate interest during coverture but limit her instead to a forced share in whatever property the husband leaves in his estate at death. The present state of the law represents a jungle, with hardly two states to be found that are exactly alike, and there exists in reality fifty different schemes most of which, when analyzed, are not built upon a single adequate interest given the surviving spouse; but instead give her a bit of homestead, a bit of widow’s allowance, and in addition a bit of dower or some statutory substitute therefor.”).

60. ANNE MARIE LEROYER, DROIT DES SUCESSIONS, 5-7 (Dalloz, 3rd ed. 2014) (Fr.).

61. Id. at 8.

62. See id. at 9.


64. LEROYER, supra note 60, at 5 (explaining that the *pater familias* could decide how his property were to be disposed at his death).

65. DYSON, supra note 63, at 234 (stating the *légitime* was thus a forced share of a testator’s estate from which the testator could not disinherit his close relatives); see also LEROYER, supra note 60, at 6.
testator was of unsound mind.\textsuperscript{66} This concept of a forced share is known in the current French inheritance law as the \textit{réserve}.\textsuperscript{67} In cases of intestacy, it was the principle of equality that prevailed.\textsuperscript{68} All beneficiaries were treated in an equal manner, regardless of age or sex.\textsuperscript{69} The surviving spouse was entitled to a fourth of the estate or in usufruct\textsuperscript{70} if there were any live descendants.\textsuperscript{71}

The \textit{droit coutumier}, of Germanic descent, was in opposition to Roman principles. Paramount to the \textit{droit coutumier} was the idea that property should remain within the family.\textsuperscript{72} At death, a decedent’s estate was divided into two categories: property inherited from the family and property personally acquired.\textsuperscript{73} Four-fifths of the property inherited was to be distributed to the testator’s descendants.\textsuperscript{74} In the absence of descendants, the property inherited was returned to the side of the family from which it came.\textsuperscript{75} The property acquired, however, could generally be disposed of at the testator’s wish.\textsuperscript{76} Another discrepancy with Roman law was the establishment of primogeniture,\textsuperscript{77} which was the right of the paternally-acknowledged firstborn son to inherit his parent’s entire or main estate.\textsuperscript{78} The surviving spouse was only entitled to a third of the property acquired or the usufruct if there were any living descendants.\textsuperscript{79}

Roman law and \textit{droit coutumier} principles co-existed in a mosaic of local rules up to the French Revolution.\textsuperscript{80} The Revolutionaries sought

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{66} Dyson, supra note 63, at 234.
  \item \textsuperscript{67} See id. (explaining that the \textit{réserve} is a form of forced share present in current French inheritance law).
  \item \textsuperscript{68} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{69} Leroyer, supra note 60, at 6 (stating that such equality was lost afterwards and only came back later with first reforms of the French Revolution, the Code Civil, and later reforms).
  \item \textsuperscript{70} Id.; see also Usufruct, Merriam-Webster.com, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/usufruct (last visited Oct. 1, 2019) (defining usufruct as the legal right of using and enjoying the fruits or profits of something belonging to another).
  \item \textsuperscript{71} See generally id.; see also Leroyer, supra note 60, at 6.
  \item \textsuperscript{72} Id. at 7.
  \item \textsuperscript{73} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{74} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{75} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{76} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{77} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{78} Leroyer, supra note 60, at 7.
  \item \textsuperscript{79} Id. at 8.
  \item \textsuperscript{80} Id.
\end{itemize}
to harmonize French inheritance law throughout the whole country with revolutionary ideals. They sought to put absolute equality at the center of succession law. First, the primogeniture was abolished. Then, the Roman law légitime was expanded into the idea of a réservé. With these two amendments, all descendants were entitled to an equal share of their father’s estate, regardless of age or sex. Such amendments were not only prompted by ideological motives but also political ones. Indeed, the Revolutionaries hoped that placing all heirs in equality would divide large fortunes and big estates into smaller ones, which would in turn weaken the aristocracy.

Next, the Loi de Nivôce was enacted in 1794. Under this law, the droit coutumier practice of dividing property according to its origin was abolished. All property was now treated as one. Finally, this law provided a strict scheme of property disposition. The réservé now consisted of nine-tenths of a decedent’s estate and was to be equally divided between the decedent’s children. The disposition of the remaining one-tenth—also called the quotité disponible—was at the discretion of the testator, but it could not be used to favor one child over the other. The surviving spouse was intentionally left out and therefore could only inherit the quotité disponible if the testator had so provided.

In true French fashion, such reforms were not without protest. It was only with the enactment of the Napoleonic Civil Code that French

82. Id. at 2.
83. LEROYER, supra note 60, at 8.
84. DYSON, supra note 63, at 234.
85. LEROYER, supra note 60, at 8.
86. DYSON, supra note 63, at 234 (“[T]his did not represent a progression of the droit coutumier so much as an application of the political philosophy current at the time of the French Revolution, that property should remain in the family and that freedom of disposition on death should be available in respect of only a very small proportion of a deceased person’s estates.”).
87. Boring, supra note 81, at 2.
88. Id.
89. LEROYER, supra note 60, at 8.
90. Id.
91. Id.
92. See id. at 9 (stating that the quotité disponible was reduced to 1/10th).
93. DYSON, supra note 63, at 234.
94. Boring, supra note 81, at 2.
inheritance law finally settled into one body of law.\textsuperscript{95} The Civil Code effected a compromise between the strict Revolutionary rules, the droit coutumier family rights, and Roman law’s individual freedom.\textsuperscript{96} To do so, it increased the amount of the quotité disponible while preserving the réserve.\textsuperscript{97} Further, it allowed a testator to favor one beneficiary by giving to that beneficiary a share in the quotité disponible in addition to the share in the réserve.\textsuperscript{98} The surviving spouse, however, was left with few rights and only slim chances to inherit.\textsuperscript{99} A surviving spouse could only become an heir if no descendants, ascendants, or siblings were alive.\textsuperscript{100}

C. Freedom of Disposition v. Limitation through the Law

In both France and the United States, legislative drafters found themselves torn between two ideas regarding inheritance: full liberty of bequest or limitation through the law. American drafters preferred the former option, following tradition developed in England. Meanwhile, the drafters of the Napoleonic Code preferred the latter— again following tradition from the droit coutumier. Arguments for and against the freedom of disposition were extensively reviewed by French authors in the first half of the nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{101}

The defenders of the full liberty of bequest argued that such freedom was a necessary condition for capital accumulation.\textsuperscript{102} Without the liberty to choose which heirs receive the legacy, the incentive to save money is reduced.\textsuperscript{103} Their second argument was that freedom of disposition allows a better individual consideration of the different faculties and needs of the children.\textsuperscript{104} “Children have different gifts, unequal abilities, and varying aptitudes to study or to work. Consequently, they do not have the same power to make efficient use of inherited capital, and it would be unfair to transfer the same amount

\textsuperscript{95}See id. at 3.
\textsuperscript{96}Id.
\textsuperscript{97}DYSON, supra note 63, at 234.
\textsuperscript{98}Id.
\textsuperscript{99}LEROYER, supra note 60, at 9.
\textsuperscript{100}Id. at 8.
\textsuperscript{101}Claire Silvant, The Question of Inheritance in MidNineteenth Century French Liberal Thought, 22 EURO J. HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT 51, 54 (2015)(explaining that most French liberal authors advocated for full bequest, including Bastiat, Braudrillart, Broglie, Courcelle-Seneuil, Dunoyer, Faucher, Fontenay, Garnier, Le Play, Levasseur, Molinari, Parieu, Passy, and Puynode).
\textsuperscript{102}Id. at 55.
\textsuperscript{103}Id.
\textsuperscript{104}Id. at 56.
to each. 105 The advocates of testamentary freedom legitimized inheritance laws only in the case of intestacy.106

The opponents of testamentary freedom, however, contended that the limitation by law of the individual right to bequeath is more efficient and leads to a better and more equalitarian income distribution.107 They noted that a testator’s decision was not systematically a rational one, and that heirs should be protected against a testator’s irrational behavior. 108 Finally, they argued that, from the heir’s point of view, equal shares also create better incentives to work because there are no contradictory personal interests in families, motivating each member to improve the total family estate.109

This dilemma existed for a reason—both freedom of disposition and limitation of disposition through the law have great advantages. Instead of choosing one system over the other, it seems the solution is to incorporate elements from the two methods of disposition in order to form one.

II. FRENCH & AMERICAN SYSTEMS TODAY

Despite their apparent discrepancies in origin and history, the two bodies of law are more similar than they initially appear and merging these systems is possible. 110 A closer look into the nuances of each system reveals that American testators do not have as much freedom as we may think.111 Similarly, French testators now have ways to contract around the strict réserve héréditaire to significantly reduce a child’s share.112 To have a better understanding of such nuances the following topics must be examined: (1) the intestate protection for heirs under U.S. inheritance law, (2) the protection for heirs under French inheritance law, (3) the unexpected testate protection for heirs under U.S. inheritance law, and (4) the expanded freedom of testation under French inheritance law.

105. Id.
106. Id. at 58.
107. Silvant, supra note 101, at 58 (including Wolowski, Cauwès, Royer, Dufour, and Montesquieu).
108. Id. at 59.
109. Id.
110. See Madoff, supra note 8, at 334. (arguing that a closer inspection of the nuances of each body of law make them more similar than they appear).
111. Id. at 333.
112. Id. at 347-348.
Between 60 and 75% of Americans die without a will. As such, most successions are divided according to the controlling probate law. Because inheritance in the United States is generally a matter of state law, each of the fifty states have a slightly different approach to the disposition of one’s property at death. Nevertheless, the Uniform Probate Code offers a body of law consistent with the general view. Under section §2-106 of the UPC, descendants are protected and receive equal shares of the decedent’s estate. The surviving spouse is also protected under §2-102.

Just like in the United States, most people in France die without a will. Under French law, whether one dies with or without a will, that person’s children must receive a share of the estate under the réserve requirement. Article 913 of the Civil Code determines the percentage of the réserve depending on the number of children that the decedent leaves behind. The réserve is then divided in equal shares between the children. The percentage remaining amounts to the quotité disponible that the testator can bequeath without restrictions.

But not all people die without a will. In the United States, inheritance law is characterized by the principle of freedom of testation: the apparently unlimited right of a person to dispose of his property however he chooses. Such a principle has been reiterated on numerous occasions. First, the United States Supreme Court held in Hodel v.


115. Id.

116. See generally UNIF. PROBATE CODE.

117. UNIF. PROBATE CODE § 2-106(b) (amended 2010).

118. UNIF. PROBATE CODE § 2-102 (amended 2010).


120. Id.

121. CODE CIVIL [C.CIV.] [CIVIL CODE] art. 913 (Fr.).

122. Id.

123. LEROYER, supra note 60 at 395-396.

124. See BERRY, supra note 113.

Irving that the ability to transmit property at death is a constitutionally protected right that includes the right to exclude.\textsuperscript{126} Second, American courts have regularly noted that children do not have a right to inherit property.\textsuperscript{127} Looking at this evidence alone, the discrepancy between French and American law could not be greater.

Among the fifty states, only Louisiana provides direct protection to children intentionally disinherited by a parent.\textsuperscript{128} A product of French influence, Louisiana’s forced heirship previously applied to all children, regardless of their age.\textsuperscript{129} In 1989, the class of children eligible for such protection was limited to children under age 23 or who have mental disabilities.\textsuperscript{130} Ralph C. Brashier argues that Louisiana should not have to stand alone in protecting children from disinheritance,\textsuperscript{131} noting that most modern nations throughout the world have provisions in place protecting children from disinheritance.\textsuperscript{132}

States and courts have done just that; they both employ tactics that show that, while testamentary freedom is still paramount, it is not an impossible hurdle. For example, some states have now adopted “pretermitted heir statutes,” which express that if a testator simply omits his children from the will, then the children will nevertheless inherit.\textsuperscript{133} With pretermitted heir statutes, courts will assume that such an omission was accidental and give each child a share equal to what they would have gotten under intestacy.\textsuperscript{134}

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textit{E.g.}, Shapira v. Union Nat’l Bank, 315 N.E.2d 825, 828 (Ohio Ct. Com. Pl. 1974) (“the right to receive property by will is a creature of the law, and is not a natural right or one guaranteed or protected by either the Ohio or the United States constitution.”).
\item Ralph C. Brashier, \textit{Protecting the Child from Disinheritance: Must Louisiana Stand Alone?}, 57 LA. L. REV. 1, 1 (1996).
\item Madoff, supra note 8 at 338.
\item LA. CIV. CODE art. 1493 (A); Madoff, supra note 8 at 338.
\item Brashier, supra note 128, at 26.
\item \textit{Id.} at 1 (noting in footnote 3 that among the countries (or their subdivisions) that protect children from disinheritance by their parents are: Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, Columbia, Costa Rica, Czech Republic, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Honduras, Hungary, India, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Republic of Korea, Lebanon, Liechtenstein, Malta, Mexico, Mongolia, Netherlands, Nicaragua, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Scotland, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Ukraine, Uruguay, and Venezuela).
\item CAL. PROB. CODE § 21620 (1997); OHIO REV. CODE § 2107.34 (2002).
\item Brashier, supra note 128 at 9.
\end{enumerate}
Other examples demonstrating how American courts do not necessarily put testamentary freedom above all are the doctrines of mental capacity, undue influence, and fraud, as well as formal requirements for writing wills.135 While examining case law concerning the validity of wills over a five-year period, Professor Melanie Leslie found that courts will often seek to void an offensive will with the use of doctrines such as capacity, undue influence, or fraud.136 By voiding a will, Courts are assuring that the estate will be distributed to family members under the controlling intestacy rules.137

While American courts tend to move away from testamentary freedom when it frustrates prevailing normative views,138 recent reforms in France seem to bring French inheritance law closer to the American freedom of testation.139 The French law of succession has seen very few reforms since it was first established in 1804.140 In fact, “one of the paradoxes of the French Nation is that over the last two centuries one can count fourteen different Constitutions, but the main principles of succession law have remained unchanged.”141 Nevertheless, the few reforms adopted in 2001 and 2006 significantly expanded freedom of testation in several ways.142

First, with the 2001 and 2006 reforms, ascendants lost their entitlement to a forced share while surviving spouses became entitled to a forced share in the absence of any descendants.143 With this change, a testator no longer had to give the whole quotité disponible to the surviving spouse in order to provide for the spouse.144

136. Id. at 236-237 (“Notwithstanding reformer’s claims that courts always insist on strict compliance with will formalities, courts throughout this century often have accepted less than strict compliance when necessary to ensure fulfillment of a testator’s moral duty.”).
137. See generally id. at 235. “[C]ourts void potential wills for the ‘most minute defect in formal compliance, … no matter how abundant the evidence that the defect was inconsequential.”
138. Madoff, supra note 8, at 345.
139. Id. at 347.
140. Id. at 344.
141. Id.
142. Id. at 344, 347.
143. LEROYER, supra note 60 at 395.
144. See generally LEROYER, supra note 60 at 391-395 (explaining that prior to the reform, the only way a testator could make sure that the surviving spouse would receive something was by gifting the quotité disponible to their spouse).
Then, the 2006 reforms adopted a provision that allows an heir to enter into an agreement during life to forego his statutory rights of a réserve share. Such an ability to renounce a forced share was intended to allow families more flexibility in dividing up inheritances. A child with special needs could be able to inherit more thanks to his siblings’ renunciation of their reserved share. This change also negates one of the biggest critiques of French inheritance law. In her article, Elaine Lam argued that testamentary freedom in the United States allows people like Mark Zuckerberg, founder of Facebook, to disinherit his daughter, and instead pass down his fortune for the betterment of society. She adds that “this kind of decision would be prohibited under [the French] succession regime of forced heirship” and that Zuckerberg would thus “miss the opportunity to create greater good.”

It is true that, under French law, Zuckerberg could not unilaterally take such action. However, with the consent of his daughter, it would be possible for Zuckerberg to distribute his estate to whomever he wants, just like American law allows.

Finally, the 2006 amendments limited the nature of a descendant’s remedy from a réserve héréditaire claim to monetary damages. In other words, while prior to the 2006 law, children could recover the property itself, now the recipient of such property can only receive the cash value of that property. This gives the decedent greater control over dispositions of particular items of real or personal property.

In addition to the changes made by the 2001 and 2006 reforms, there are a number of available estate planning techniques that can significantly reduce the rights of heirs. First, testators can purchase a life insurance policy and name whomever they want as a
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beneficiary. 158 Because life insurance is not treated as part of the estate for purposes of calculating the réserve, purchasing a life insurance policy can significantly reduce the children’s shares.159 Second, if a testator owns a property as a joint tenant,160 then the surviving joint tenant (usually the surviving spouse) will receive the property outright, regardless of the existence of other heirs.161 Finally, a testator can protect his spouse by creating a usufruct interest for the spouse.162 The usufruct gives the spouse the right to use and generate income from the property for life, and the children only receive the property after the spouse’s death.163

Although the two bodies of law have just started to slowly grow closer to each other, they remain very different. Numerous problems may occur when both American and French law have jurisdiction over a decedent’s estate—as it is the case in the Hallyday battle. The following section presents the current choice-of-law rules that have been used to resolve such discrepancies in the distribution of a decedent’s estate.

III. Choice of Law

A conflict of law occurs when a court must determine whether to apply its law or the laws of another interested jurisdiction to a dispute.164 In the Hallyday case, both Californian and French courts have jurisdiction over the matter; in France, because the parties in question are French,165 and in California, because that is where Hallyday’s will and trust were executed.166 The question then is: should
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French or Californian law apply? Merely because a state has constitutional authority to apply its own law to a dispute does not necessarily mean that it will or should do so.\textsuperscript{167}

Traditionally, under the laws of most common law jurisdictions,\textsuperscript{168} choice of law analysis in property succession cases depends on the deceased’s domicile.\textsuperscript{169} Domicile consists of two elements that must exist concurrently: (1) physical presence in the jurisdiction, and (2) the intent to remain indefinitely.\textsuperscript{170} The Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws adopts a more modern approach and provides that the applicable law will be the one with the most significant relationship to the given situation.\textsuperscript{171} In making this determination, the Restatement listed various important factors to be considered:

(2) [T]he factors relevant to the choice of the applicable rule of law include:
(a) the needs of the interstate and international systems,
(b) the relevant policies of the forum,
(c) the relevant policies of other interested states and the relative interests of those states in the determination of the particular issue,
(d) the protection of justified expectations,
(e) the basic policies underlying the particular field of law,
(f) certainty, predictability and uniformity of result, and
(g) ease in the determination and application of the law to be applied.\textsuperscript{172}

France’s conflict of law regime in succession cases occurs under European Regulation No. 650/2012.\textsuperscript{173} Signed in 2012 and taking effect
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on August 17, 2015, the Regulation provides that international inheritance is subject to “the law of the State in which the deceased had his or her habitual residence at the time of death.”

There are several difficulties with the “habitual residence” choice-of-law rule. First, the court making the determination could be biased, especially when it comes to the death of a national icon so deeply rooted in a country’s modern culture. A court might also be biased towards its own law due to a misunderstanding of the foreign law principles, an ignorance of the policies behind it, or just a fundamental difference in the analysis of a particular situation.

The second issue with the current choice of law rules is that they seem to confuse “residence” and “domicile”—at least from the American perspective. While domicile involves a requisite attitude of mind, residence requires only physical presence in a particular locality. Therefore, one person can have several residences but only one domicile. Regulation No. 650/2012 employs the word “residence” but the word “habitual” immediately preceding it seems to infer that “domicile” and “residence” were meant to be used interchangeably here. Whatever the intent was with the use of “habitual residence,” it creates confusion and leads to the possibility of differing interpretations.

Articles written by American and French firms show a clash of cultures and severe confusion regarding the domicile question.
Various law firms in California argue that local law should apply because Hallyday’s estate documents were executed in California, under California law, and includes properties in Santa Monica and Los Angeles. Moreover, they argue that, on the question of domicile, “[i]t was quite well known that Hallyday was a resident of Los Angeles” because he paid his taxes there and was generally understood to be a California resident by both press and tax authorities. The articles go as far as stating that “despite his citizenship and place of death, Hallyday made it clear that he was indeed a Californian.”

As expected, the French see the situation significantly more, well, French. Some of the arguments advanced for his domicile to be France is that Hallyday was born in France, spent most of his life there, was mostly known in the French-speaking world, and only moved to the United States in 2013. Even then, Hallyday spent a substantial amount of time in France either performing or being treated for his illnesses. Moreover, Hallyday passed away in Marnes-la-Coquette near Paris and is now buried on the French Caribbean island of Saint-Barthélemy where he owned a house. Finally, it was generally understood that Hallyday only moved to Los Angeles for tax purposes—even though he was still subject to French tax since much of his earnings came from the French market.

Finally, the third problem with the choice of law rule is that it does not always allow for a predictable result. A quick look at precedent similar to the Hallyday case may lead us to think that, in fact, the result is predictable. In 2009, when the French musician Maurice Jarre passed away in Malibu, it was Californian law that prevailed. Just like Hallyday, Jarre had excluded his children from his last will and
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testament. Ma. Jarre’s “habitual residence” was not hard to determine. Because Jarre had been living in California for almost thirty years, was living in California at the time of his death, and had gotten married in the United States, the Court held that Jarre’s “habitual residence” was California. As such, California law prevailed, and Maurice Jarre—despite being French—was legally able to disinherit his children. As stated above, determining “habitual residence” in the case of Hallyday is much harder. On the one hand, Hallyday spent most of his life in France and only moved to the United States in 2013. Even then, Hallyday spent a substantial amount of time in France. On the other hand, Hallyday paid taxes in California since 2013, owned several properties in California, was a green card holder since 2015 and planned to apply for naturalization.

While choice-of-law may be an efficient method to resolve international conflicts in the presence of treaties; it is harder to apply in the absence of a codified procedure. The United States and France do have a bilateral treaty with respect to family law judgments, but not to inheritance matters. Without a codified method, choosing one law over the other leaves an arbitrary impression. If California law is chosen, then Hallyday’s intent will be respected, but it will be disregarding one of the most fundamental principles of French inheritance: the forced share. In addition, it will set yet another precedent inciting more people to run away from France in order to escape the forced heirship rules. If French law applies, Hallyday’s intent
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will be blatantly ignored, thus disregarding a fundamental principle of American inheritance law. Moreover, it will cause a reliance issue by putting into question similar estate documents made by international families.\footnote{In May 2019, the French court in Nanterre determined that France was Hallyday’s “habitual residence” and therefore that French law applied. See Emmanuel Jerry, Rocker Hallyday’s estate to be shared under French, not U.S., law, REUTERS (May 28, 2019), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-france-hallyday/rocker-hallydays-estate-to-be-shared-under-french-not-u-s-law-idUSKCN1SY1LL. The Court made that determination thanks to a chart tracking Hallyday’s movements from Instagram which showed that Hallyday spent 151 days in France in 2015 and 168 in 2014—enough for him to be considered a French resident. See Chazan, supra note 197.}

IV. Unification

Another way to solve multinational inheritance battles is unification. In 1912, Lord Justice Kennedy wrote that the unification of law is desirable because it facilitates international intercourse, tends to conserve peace, and greatly simplifies the complexities of international commerce.\footnote{Kennedy, supra note 19, at 214.} But is the unification of law, and more particularly inheritance law, feasible? Lord Justice Kennedy argued that “the more the element of human emotion enters any department of law... the greater becomes the probability that existing divergences between the laws of different countries may in that department continue, or even that new divergences may appear.”\footnote{Id. at 217.} The importance of the emotional and psychological aspects of inheritance law is difficult to overlook. Emotions such as anger, grief, frustration, sadness, incomprehension, disgust, surprise, fear, indignation, envy, and love all come into play with inheritance law.\footnote{Id. (“But the more the element of human emotion enters any department of law, as for instance that which deals with the relations of husband and wife, or of parent and child, or that which defines the freedom of the individual as against the State, the greater becomes the probability that existing divergences between the laws of different countries may in that department continue, or even that new divergences may appear.”).} Nevertheless, unification of two bodies of law could be possible with the close study and understanding of each law.\footnote{Id. at 218.} Indeed, “[t]here is not much use in trying to persuade a man to prefer our system to his, or to modify his own, if he sees that we do not understand what the principles and rules of his system are.”\footnote{Id.}

There are numerous examples of successful unification of laws. For example, the establishment of the International Institute for the
Unification of Private Law (UNIDROIT) in 1926 led to the unification of substantive law with respect to international business law—particularly in the areas of trademark, investment, and competition law.\(^{205}\) Another unifying force of growing importance is international business practice and custom.\(^{206}\) To determine whether unification of inheritance law is feasible, we must look at the past attempts at unification in both Europe and the United States.

In Europe, there have been talks about achieving wide-ranging harmonization since at least the 1970s, where there were demands in the European Community for the adoption of a European Civil Code.\(^{207}\) There were, however, no such demands for international inheritance law.\(^{208}\) Indeed, until recently European scholars considered international inheritance law irrelevant because there were few cross-border successions and because property was rarely purchased abroad.\(^{209}\) Reinhard Zimmermann, the Director of Max Plank Institute for Comparative and International Private Law, called this area the "virgin territory" because it has been neglected by modern scholarship.\(^{210}\)

In 1989, however, the Hague Conference issued its 32\(^{nd}\) Convention, the "Convention on the Law Applicable to Succession to the Estates of Deceased Persons."\(^{211}\) This Convention’s goal was to determine a single law that would apply to the various inheritance issues.\(^{212}\) But, negotiating rules that would accommodate the policies of all parties revealed to be a challenge.\(^{213}\) As noted by Eugene Scoles: "Most people feel strongly that their views on this very personal area of the law are both superior and very much an integral part of the fabric of their
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society.” At the end, the Hague Convention only provided a choice of law rule for international cases that requires the identification of a law to be applied. The Convention does not address the substantive, procedural, or administrative matters of a decedent’s estate.

After 1989, no significant international attempts were made to harmonize inheritance laws, until the European Commission issued a “Green Paper” in 2005, titled “Succession and Wills.” The Green Paper was designed to open the discussion on the rules of succession in order to identify the problems associated with unification. One of the recitals in the draft report referred to the marked differences in the inheritance laws of member countries. Another recital presaged that any sort of unification might be difficult. Finally, it stated that no progress in the field of the inheritance law could be made before unifying the rules of conflicts of law.

That determination led to the adoption of Regulation (EU) 650/2012 commonly referred to as Brussels IV. As seen above in Section III, the Regulation provides that, only one law would apply to multinational successions. The law to be applied is the “law of the last habitual residence of the deceased.”

What this history tells us is that—despite the shared desire for unification in Europe and the multiple attempts to unify inheritance laws—member states have not been able to agree on more than a mere
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conflict-of-law rule. Moreover, that conflict-of-law rule is widely criticized by common law countries such as England. Nevertheless, it has been recognized that the need for unification is growing. Indeed, the European Commission stated in 2009 that:

In a Europe whose citizens are ever more mobile, the great difficulties caused by the disparate rules applicable to successions in the Member States can no longer be ignored. It is reckoned that there are 4.5 million successions a year in the EU, about 10% of which have an international dimension. This means there are almost 450,000 successions in the EU with a cross-border dimension. The value of these international successions is estimated at EUR 123 billion a year.

There has not yet been any attempt for unification of the inheritance laws between the United States and Europe or the United States and France. Although the United States is a member of the Hague Conference, it has only signed one convention among the various Hague conventions related to inheritance.

This history of past attempts for unification shows that such achievement is not simple and requires a thorough knowledge of all inheritance laws to be unified. Nevertheless, unification is needed and is an endeavor from which Europe (France included) and the United States cannot retreat. As citizens around the world are ever more mobile, the difficulties caused by separate rules applicable to successions are only going to grow.

Unification can be achieved but a different approach must be adopted to succeed. The past attempts at unification have been
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unsuccessful because there was a lack of understanding of all laws, their history, and the public policies behind them.234 With the following proposal each country that wishes to unify will have to be thoroughly educated on each inheritance law. I predict that this increased awareness of policy of domestic regimes will lead to more compromises. This will, in turn, promote a more acceptable regulation to which both the United States and France will feel more comfortable opting-in.

V. Proposal

Instead of adopting a mere choice-of-law rule—which I find flawed for the reasons laid out in Section III—each country will adopt a set of model rules applicable to cases of multinational inheritance only. Multinational inheritance occurs when (1) more than one domestic law has jurisdiction over the inheritance and (2) when the two laws differ in the distribution of the estate—as it is the case in the Hallyday battle.235 A detailed definition of which factors will qualify a country for jurisdiction will have to be agreed upon.236 For example, the mere fact that beneficiaries do not have the same nationality as the decedent should not be the only factor to qualify the beneficiaries’ country for jurisdiction.237 The set of model rules may take the form of a treaty or a convention. Once ratified, the rules will be binding.

This proposal was inspired by the widely successful United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG).238


235. In the Hallyday battle, if Californian law applies then Laeticia Hallyday, Hallyday's widow, would be the beneficiary of all properties included in the JPS trust. If French law applies than all four children would receive an equal share of ¾ of the estate. Laeticia would receive the remaining of the estate.

236. See Kevin M. Clermont & John R.B. Palmer, French Article 14 Jurisdiction Viewed from the United States, CORNELL L. FAC. PUBL’N, 2-3 (2004) (explaining that France’s rule on jurisdiction is much broader than in the United States. Article 14 in the French Civil Code gives French Courts jurisdiction over virtually any action brought by a plaintiff of French nationality. “Thus a person can sue at home on any case of action, whether or not the events in suit related to France and regardless of the defendant’s connections and interests.”).

237. If there is a dispute as to whether more than one country has jurisdiction, then this matter should be sent to an arbitration court to be resolved. The arbitration decision will be binding.

238. Peter Schlechtriem, Basis Structures and General Concepts of the CISG as Models for a Harmonisation of the Law of Obligations, 10 JURIDICA INT’L, 27, 30 (2005) (explaining that the CISG was so successful that some countries have enacted it not only as their law for cross-border sales but also as their domestic sales law. For example, Norway implements the CISG both as an international convention and as its domestic sales law.
As of February 15, 2017, UNCITRAL and the UN reports that 85 countries have adopted the CISG. The CISG predicted that with uniformity comes the danger that practitioners, legal writers, and courts apply the uniform rules in a manner that is keeping with their domestic law. In order to prevent such “re-nationalization” of international uniform law, Article 7 of the CISG gives directives for its interpretations and provides for gap-filling. Just like the CISG, a treaty unifying inheritance law should provide distinct directives for its interpretation and should specify that all conflicts need to be resolved from principles on which the treaty is based rather than on the domestic laws’ principles.

In order to reach a compromise on differing laws, each country will need to educate the other countries on the history and policies of their domestic law. With an understanding of each law in mind, reaching a compromise will most likely be easier. Furthermore, because the treaty will only apply on multinational disputes and will have no effect on each domestic law, countries will most likely feel more comfortable opting-in.

A compromise that could easily solve the Hallyday battle would be to average out each sum that a beneficiary would receive under each law. The calculation would be as follows. Under California law, Hallyday’s will disinheriting his two eldest children would apply and they would not get anything. Under French law, all four children, including the two eldest ones, would receive an equal share of three-quarter of Hallyday’s estate. Thus, if Hallyday’s estate amounts to 100 million euros then each child would equally share 75,000,000 euros, which would amount to 18,750,000 euros each. By averaging the Californian law with the French law, then the forced share would essentially be divided by two—equaling to a 9,375,000 euros forced share for each of the four children. The remaining of the estate will go to Hallyday’s widow—Laeticia Hallyday—as provided in his will.

I believe there are several reasons why France and the United States would agree to ratify such a treaty. First, this solution would obviously
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serve France’s best interests because it will recognize France’s most fundamental principle of French inheritance: the forced share. Moreover, it will deter French citizens from escaping the forced heirship rules—at least in part.

Second, this solution would also serve the United States’ best interests. Let’s suppose that John is an American citizen that decided to spend the remaining years of his life in France where he owned property. Let’s further suppose that John is not on good terms with his children and that he has not talked to them for the last twenty years of his life. As such, John disinherited his children in his will. With the current choice-of-law rule, there is a risk that John’s “habitual residence” will be determined to be France. Under French law, John’s will disinheriting his children will not be recognized and his children will receive a forced share amounting to three-fourths of John’s estate. With the proposed solution, John’s children would still receive a forced share, but that forced share would be considerably less. By adopting this solution, the United States would be protecting one of the major tenets of American inheritance law—testamentary freedom.

Third, as seen in Section II of this Note, American and French inheritance laws are increasingly growing closer together. Children are protected under American probate statutes when the decedent dies without a will, which happens in 60% to 75% of the time.245 Moreover, courts in the United States are generally hesitant to enforce an offensive will and use doctrines of mental capacity, undue influence, and fraud to protect family members.246 Further, France has seen a number of recent reforms designed to expand the freedom of testation.247 Finally, a number of real estate techniques are increasingly being used to reduce the forced-share.248 All of these current developments in American and French law suggests that a convergence of the laws are slowing taking place. Adopting my proposal could start the discussion for more reforms within the countries’ domestic law—eventually achieving complete convergence.

VI. Conclusion

Neither choice-of-law provisions nor the current approach to unification seem to be a sufficient answer to the issues that multinational families are facing today. Adopting a model set of rules that would apply for only a limited number of cases seems to be a solution that countries will feel more comfortable opting into.
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The battle over Hallyday’s estate will most likely take years to be resolved.249 Adopting my proposal would allow for a fair, equitable, and speedy distribution of his estate while respecting the major tenets of Californian and French inheritance law.

249. While Hallyday’s widow and Hallyday’s eldest children seemed to have reached an agreement regarding the distribution of his estate, an additional debt of 13 million euros of the already-known 17 million euros debt was recently discovered by the French equivalent of the IRS. Hallyday’s widow would be responsible to repay that debt which could greatly jeopardize her negotiations with Hallyday’s eldest children. See Jamal Henni, Laeticia Hallyday perd un procès crucial contre le fisc, Closer, (17 Apr., 2020), https://www.capital.fr/entreprises-marches/laeticia-hallyday-perd-un-proces-crucial-contre-le-fisc-1367714.